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I TRAFFIC CONTROL TRUCK 
■ Custom Built Steel Flatbed w/ LED Marker Lights

and Black Non-Skid Deck

■ 15 or 25 LED Lamp Arrow Board Mounted Behind Cab

■ 2 Low-Profile (Amber) LED Strobes on Bulkhead,
2 Rear Mounted Strobes, 10 LED Work Lights

■ Rear Man Basket with Dimensions 34" deep,
96" wide, 52" tall with 3 Adjustable Safety Bars

■ Optional: Man Buckets 33" or 60"
(60" only available on 18'+)

■ Optional: Side Lift Gate based on space parameters

■ Optional: Quick Connect System

■ Custom Fabricated 36" High Removable Racks.
Optional 48" racks

■ 2 Back-Up Cameras w/ 7" LCD Monitor, Audio 3 Video
Inputs, Durable Outdoor Cameras w/ audio and cables
(1 year warranty)

■ Pick Your Body Length: 12', 15', 18', 20', 22' Equipped with optional step bumper 

Arrow Board raises .. 

Shown with optional Side Lift Gate and 
Man Buckets with Swing Gates 

a Watch Our Demo on YouTube 
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I CONE SAFETY TRUCK 

■ Custom Built Steel Flatbed w/ LED Marker Lights
and Black Non-Skid Deck

■ 2 Low-Profile (Amber) LED Strobes on Bulkhead,
2 Rear Mounted Strobes, 10 LED Work Lights

■ Optional: Power Up/Down or Stationary Man Basket with
Dimensions of 34" deep 96" wide, 52" tall with 1
Adjustable Safety Bar, 2 Adjustable Safety Hoops

■ Optional: Man Buckets 33" or 60"
(60" only available on 18'+)

■ Optional: Side Lift Gate based on space parameters

■ Optional: Quick Connect System

■ Custom Fabricated 48" High Removable Racks

■ 2 Back-Up Cameras w/ 7" LCD Monitor, Audio 3 Video
Inputs, Durable Outdoor Cameras w/ audio and cables
(1 year warranty)

■ Pick Your Body Length: 15', 18', 20', 22', other body
lengths available upon request Equipped with optional Quick Connect System

with Man Basket 

Shown with optional Man Buckets with standard 
Swing Gates 

a Watch Our Demo on YouTube 
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I TMA DUMP TRUCK 

Royal's TMA Dump Truck is built to meet all work zone safety requirements, is intended to absorb the 
impact of a high (or low) speed crash, decrease damage made to the vehicle, and protect workers in 
dangerous work zones. 

With the Fast-Trak System, you can quickly disconnect your attenuator, and use your Dump Truck 
in less than 10 minutes. 

I CHOOSE YOUR DUMP BODY

I STANDARD 
■ The Fast-Trak™ System allows the addition of

an attenuator that is both completely safe and
easy to remove from the back of the truck to
keep your work zones safe.■ Truck Mounted Attenuator Meets NCHRP 350 at
100kph (62mph} Testing Standards. Available
Upon Request - New MASH Approved Units and
15 or 25 Lamp All LED Arrow board, Hydraulically
Raised & Lowered, Solar Panel Charging System
with Battery and Cab-Mounted Remote (Solar for
Arrow Board only)I TMA SIDE DUMP

■ Unlike the traditional end dumps, the side
dump's body dumps either left or right which is
especially useful in highway sweeping and road
construction operations.■ The side dump has an additional storage area
with swing gates for securely storing road debris,
cones, barrels, etc. The side dump comes
complete with a truck mounted attenuator,
keeping workers safe in dangerous work zones.
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I FOLD DOWN SIDES 
■ This option allows workers to safely and

efficiently load and unload material from each
side of the dump body without the hassle of
having one opening.
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I AVAILABLE ADD-ONS/UPGRADES FOR ALL TRUCKS 

I RADAR BOARD 
■ 1st Gen: The ideal way to capture

the attention of passing motorists.
The radar board will display the speed
of the drivers and a strobe light will
flash to get their attention when a
motorist exceeds the speed limit the
radar is set to. Below sits a
customizable horizontal message
board, capable of projecting 99
preprogrammed messages to alert
oncoming traffic.

Note: Speed can be recorded and 
locked into the hard drive when a 
Black Box DVR Technology Package is 
added. 

■ 2nd Gen: A larger radar board displays
the approaching motorist's speed limit
and their speed. GPS captures vehicle
speed, allowing driver feedback for
approaching vehicles behind the truck.
The 3'x5' full matrix message system is
fully programmable and includes
dynamic messages with alpha and
numeric graphics.

Note: Speed can be recorded and locked 
into the hard drive when a Black Box DVR 
Technology Package is added. 

■ Arrow Board Upgrade: All TMA trucks
come with a 15 light arrow board, but
some states require arrow boards with
a minimum of 25 lights.

Options: 25 lights, wireless, pulsar
(Pulsed burst of white light prior to
the amber flash commands attention)
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I BLACK BOX DVR 
RECORDING SYSTEM 

■ The DVR Black Box Recording System
allows for simultaneous work zone area and
in-cab recording to mitigate liability claims
and reduce expenses by automatically
recording lane closure set-ups and
tear-downs. This system records crashes with
oncoming traffic's speed overlaid onto the
DVR footage (Only with radar board.) Speed
is locked into the hard drive when there is a
significant G-Force impact

■ Options: 5 Cameras to 12 Cameras

I J)Jl'l'EN'l1�DPENDING OVER-CAB BARREL RACK SYSTEM 
■ The over-cab barrel rack (which holds up to

60 barrels) frees up deck space that would
otherwise be taken up by bulky barrels,
allowing easy carry of equipment to and from
the job site. (Requires 10,000 minimum

I 
■ 

front axle)

RUMBLE STRIP CRIB 
MOUNTING SYSTEM 
For all states that require rumble strips in 
certain work zones, the Rumble Strip Crib is 
the answer to the otherwise difficult task of 
moving and laying down rumble strips safely. 
They can be deployed with the attenuator 
down and the arrow board active. (Only 
available for some chassis) 

a Follow Us On YouTube
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I AVAILABLE ADD-ONS/UPGRADES FOR ALL TRUCKS 

I ROYAL'S SMART TRUCK 
MOUNTED GENERATOR 

■ Royal's Smart Truck Mounted Generator
solves the problem of truck engine idling and
unnecessary DPF regeneration, by charging
the truck's battery through smart technology,
and powers workplace equipment, including
attenuator and arrow board. The generator
saves money on fuel, reduces engine hours
and can lessen the possibility of costly DPF
repairs.

■ Options: Gas DC only, Diesel DC/AC - 6,000
Watts - 1 outlet, Additional outlets availableI SIGN CAGE Swing Doors open .. 

■ Royal's sign cages have two swing doors on

a 

both sides, which fully enclose the sign cage and
provide a safe option for transporting signs and other
equipment. A sign cage prevents potential injuries in
the event of a crash situation, where unsecured
equipment could shift and become projectiles.
These sign cages can also be locked for security.

■ Available All are 4' x 8' full or half (all cabinets

I 
to fit 4' x 8' signs)

ROYAL COMMUNICATION
HEADSET SYSTEM

■ Royal's Communication Headset is the most a reliable and cost effective, hands-free
headset on the market. It allows 2 to 6
simultaneous connections, has 10-hour
battery life and a communication distance of
up to 1,600 yards. The truck's driver and
outside workers can safely communicate
with noise reduction technology.

I SIDE LIFT GATE 
■ The tuck away Side Lift Gate saves time,

energy and prevents workplace back injuries.
The hydraulic lift gate allows for easy moving
of heavy equipment when loading and
unloading it onto the job site. Options based
on space parameters.
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The Roadrunner is an automatic cone 
placement and retrieval system that attaches 
to the deck of a truck. It works by allowing 
workers to position cones in a construction 
zone during moving operations. Workers 
load cones from inside the truck's deck, so 
there is no need for boots on the ground. 
Ultimately, it removes workers from direct 
exposure to traffic and other work zone 
hazards. 

AC POWER 
INVERTER UPGRADE 

■ This upgrade allows for an AC power outlet in
the cab of the truck that can be used to
power or charge low wattage devices. (If
purchased without generator, minimum
alternator and battery requirements)

I PERSONAL SAFETY 
TASK LIGHT 

a 

■ By providing up to 1/4 mile of visibility, the a personal safety task light has the ability to 

I 
■ 

■ 

make workers visible in dangerous nighttime 
operations by attaching directly to almost any 
hardhat on the market. 

CUSTOM PAINT 
Paint jobs for cabs and racks can be 
customized to match virtually any state 
requirement, company color or other need. 

Options: Cab Color and Rack Color 

a Follow Us On YouTube
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